
Time & Labor Management System — Acroprint timeQplus 

Invest in an Affordable Time & Attendance Solution for Increased Efficiency 

timeQplus is a low-cost, turn-key workforce management solution that allows small and mid-size 
businesses to automate their timekeeping and attendance tracking solution. timeQplus completely 
eliminates adding up time cards, which are the root of most payroll nightmares. Employees enter data 
at their PC or electronic data terminals using magnetic stripe, bar code, proximity or biometric 
technology including Facial Recognition.  

timeQplus eliminates missing punch overpayment, cuts payroll preparation time, and eliminates 
clerical errors. Automatically calculates hours worked and exports to most popular payroll software and 
services, including ADP®, Paychex® and QuickBooks® 

A helpful user manual and built-in software “Wizards” guide you through configuring the software. 
Hardware installation tools make setting up terminals virtually painless. You can be up and running in 
minutes with no expensive consultants needed. 

Flexible configuration to suit your business or organization: 
 Compiles employee data into a multitude of payroll and management reports  

 Calculates shift differentials 

 Track job costing with work codes. .   

 Weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly or monthly pay periods.                                                                                                                                                                                   

 Up to 12 shifts or work groups, each with their own standard start / stop times and rules.                 

 Robust reporting and management features.                                     

 Calculates, displays, and prints a range of reports to help you proactively manage labor costs.    

 Includes an electronic In/Out board.                                                                                            
 Supervisors can easily review, edit and approve time at the PC. 

For easy set-up, timeQplus is available in several affordable standard configurations, or you can 
customize with the exact terminal configuration you need. Upgrade employee capacity and add 
expansion terminals at any time to perfectly suit your business needs. You can even mix-and-match 
different types of data collection on the same system!  

System Recommendations: 

 Intel Pentium III or better. 

 512 MB of RAM or more  

 425 MB of Available Hard Disk Space or more  

Remove payroll processing frustrations! Know exactly where your employee's time and dollars are 
spent by implementing your rounding rules, not your employee's. By removing human error, accurately 
reporting employee hours and dramatically reducing the amount of time spent on gathering your 
payroll data, 
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